
FILM CLASS

We’ll get started shortly!

kieran-quinn.com/varsity-film 

DAY FOUR



What we’ll do today
1. Planning your shoot!
2. Let’s talk lighting, sound and 

location.
3. The importance of multiple 

takes!



MR. K’s DAILY FILM RECOMMENDATION

FILM: Hugo (2011) AVAILABLE ON: Netflix US

WATCH FOR: This film is actually about the history of cinema! I won’t spoil 
it, but if you want to know how some of the earliest movies were made, give it 

a watch.



Supplies That Are Useful
● Tripod
● Desk lights
● Props



Your Options for Shooting
● DSLR and Smartphone



Tripod
● These are handy to have, especially if you’re using a 

DSLR camera.
● If you’re using a smartphone, there are phone holders, 

like this!



Tripod
● You can find pieces like this on selfie sticks, and they 

are quite cheap on their own!
● But don’t rush out and buy one for this class, just a 

recommendation if you want to do more filmmaking down the 
line!



● This isn’t necessary, but something worth experimenting 
with!

● If you have small lamps like this, you can use it to 
light the characters in your scene!

● Use an extension cord to plug them in!

Desk Lights



Props
● Make a list ahead of time! What all will you need?
● For example, for my film, I’ll need -

○ Newspaper
○ Post for the postman to deliver
○ Table decorations

● Work with what you have!



Location
● Set up your shoot! 

Mine looks a little 
like this. 



Location
● Remember to clear a 

space! Make sure 
your actors have 
room. Spatial 
awareness is 
important!

● Think about where 
your 180 rule line 
will be as well!



Shooting with DSLR
● Cameras are going to look 

different
● Here is what mine looks 

like.



Shooting with DSLR
● All you’ll need to 

worry about is using 
video mode, most 
camera have one!



Shooting with DSLR
● Make sure you have an 

SD card in your camera 
- you’ll need that for 
transferring your files 
to the computer!

● We’ll talk more about 
that later.



Shooting on Smartphone
● Whether you’re on Android or iPhone you have options!



iMovie
● iMovie should be 

available on most 
iPhones - if not, 
Videoshop is 
available on all 
mobile systems!

● Hit the + to create 
a new movie, and 
import footage OR 
just hit Create 
Movie!



iMovie
● The project file 

will be empty! Click 
the small + and 
navigate to the 
camera.

● YOU CAN ONLY SHOOT 
ONE SHOT AT A TIME. 
You will need to go 
back into the 
editing bay after 
each shot.



iMovie
● No matter what software 

you’re using - LET THE 
CAMERA RUN! Have your 
actors go through each 
action several times.

● Then you can come in to the 
editing bay and click and 
drag the yellow edges of 
the clip to crop it to your 
favorite take of the scene!



Videoshop
● If you shot your 

footage on your 
phone’s built-in 
camera, you can 
import it!

● Otherwise, you can 
film within 
Videoshop.

● Click the + to get 
started!



Videoshop
● This is what the 

shooting menu looks 
like.

● Please shoot 
horizontally!

● You can turn on the 
Rule of Thirds grid 
and Onion Skin at the 
top!

Grid Onion Skin



Videoshop
● Like any sort of phone 

camera, you can tap the 
screen to adjust the 
contrast, the focus of the 
lighting, etc.

● You can keep tapping the 
orange button as you work 
through your shots, and hit 
Cancel to go back to the 
editing menu



VideoShop
● All the different clips 

you recorded while hitting 
the orange button will be 
on the menu!

● You can click and drag to 
reorganize.

● Take some test shots, and 
mess around with the 
software to make sure 
you’re familiar with it 
first!



When you’re Done with your DSLR Shoot!
● Transfer the footage to your computer to keep it safe 

until we edit next week!
● Put the SD card in the computer - look for a slot like 

this. Most computers have one!



It’s all up to you!
● Good luck with your shoot!
● Don’t rush - take time to get things just right, but try 

and have all your footage ready by Monday.
● REMEMBER - let the camera run! Have your actor run 

through your scene several times. It’s better to have a 
number of different takes to choose from when you are 
editing!



misterkanimationclass@gmail.com
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